
 

CONSULTATION REPORT 
 
Section 1:  Background Overview 

 
Section 2:  Consultation Highlights per Session  
Please kindly report highlights, include issues/comments/feedbacks that have general 
agreement/support from the group and specific issues/comments/feedbacks/questions 
that was also raised for considerations.  
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Name of Organisers : TRISULI PLUS & CCM NEPAL  

Date and Time of Consultation: 7 th February 2021  

Length of Consultation : 6 hours  

# of Participants:  

General Composition of the Participants (e.g. KP, CS, NGO rep, CS CCM rep, etc.) 
(Attendance sheet is attached in annex): Key population networks, CSO, KPs 
and CS CCM members. 

 

Disease Focus of Participants (HIV, TB, and/or malaria): HIV,TB and Malaria  

Session A:  About the consultation  
[Please note if permission to document (written, photos, and video) was obtained 
from the participants by the organiser.  Noting that participants also have the right to 
decline any of those.] 
In the very beginning of the meeting Mr Achut Sitaula , facilitator, has asked to 
participants for their consent to use photos for the reporting propose and all 
participants allows to do so. 
 
 
 

Session B:  Overview  
Mr. Achut sitaula, facilitator, has explained the objective of the consultation. A process 
to develop strategy of The Global fund for post 2022 has already been started in 2020 
and the most of the KPs network may participated through their respective networks. 
Regional networks of different KPs in Asia and Pacific region has been conducting 
consultation. Mr. Sitaula also mentioned that APCASO, Asia pacific, regional platform 
for CRG, is leading the process. 
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Session C:  The Draft A-P statement  
The Draft Statement that developed by the Regional networks leading KPs in the Asia 
and Pacific. The floor was opened for the participants to react on the Position paper.  
 
 

Session D/E:  Thematic Discussions  
 
THEME #1:  “We want the Global Fund to put the money where its mouth is on CRG 
and CSS” 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants agreed on the position statement that has already in the paper by the 
regional networks. 
 
 
 

THEME #2:  “We want the Global Fund to effectively fulfill its mandate on HIV, TB 
and malaria, first and foremost.”  
 
- Since we are consulting on the basis of country specific, it should be contextual, it 

should include legalization of FHW, need to include emergency response, 
environment. 

- There are 3 areas in catalytic fund, as migrant are shadowed. They is no any such 
activities addressing migrant & prisoner issues.  

- Thematic approach of catalytic fund is not clear. 
 
 

THEME #3:  “We want the Global Fund to continue to put CRG and CSS approaches 
as cornerstones of pandemic and health emergency responses.”  
Networks representative agreed on the statement by sharing their own experience 
during lockdown. They, moreover, stressed to invest on the community system, local 
community based small group to accelerate the impact. 
 
 

THEME #4:  “We want a fully resourced Global Fund.”  



 

ANNEXES:  
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- We need to focus on country level strategy not globally or regionally. That should 
be included on contextual basis. 

- There is no any strategy regarding network strengthening and capacity building of 
members. 

- Our problem should be reflected. 
- Need to approach to CCM how we can make our access for community 

strengthening. 
- We need to think/ask whether CCM is required for Global Fund or not? 
- We also need to have meeting/discussion with NCASC, Save the Children and CCM 

for the implementation of the program as the budget is not as committed. 
 
 

THEME #5:  “We still want a Global Fund that is truly global - one that does not leave 
key vulnerable and marginalized communities behind, regardless of their income 
classification.”  
 
- There is no priority on advocacy by the government. 
- In Province 1 and some municipalities are also supporting for prison for the 

sustainability, but we need a strong advocacy.  

  
 

Session F:  General discussion/any other comments and feedback 
 
 
Some of the participants raised the issue not related to TGF strategy process instead 
country issue: 

- CCM should coordinate for the proper implementation of the program. 
- The employer don't have facility for provident fund and social security. 

 

Session G:  What happens next?  Closing and Thanks.  
 
Furthermore ,Mr. sitaula, shared the calendar of upcoming partnership forums detail 
including date and the methodologies .He added , any comments, feedbacks and 
thoughts on the position statement can be send by the email too. 
 
 



Annex 1:  Participants list/list of organization (whichever is appropriate)  
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